
EARLY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT - HUNTING, FISHING AND GATHER SOCIETY

SOURCES GEOGRAPHICAL ECONOMY SOCIAL GENDER RELIGION CULTURE TECHNIC FOOD+HEALTH

SOURCES POSITION ECONOMY SOCIAL GENDER RELIGION CULTURE TECHNIC FOOD+HEALTH

Archeology East Africa - Nomads Individuals - Women were Homo sapiens 300.000 years Stone tools! Plenty of

excavations Origin Hunting, fishing, often lived in more tied neanderthalensis ago - Homo Different Stone food!

Anthropology gathering monogamous to the settlement 125.000 years ago erectus - a bone Age Periods Limited

Study of Trade (when relationship  - breats feeding… buried (rib) with some Paleolithical Age population

"primitive there was a Families - Women partici- individuals with engraved half (Older Stone Age Lots of exercise…

cultures" surplus) family group pated in the burial gifts - circles… 500.000 years ago Herbal medicin

Climate Transport - Herd = gathering of items, flowers, 20.000 - 15.000 Hand wedges

research land ("Indian 3-6 families food close to the and pollen (seed) years ago - (Homo erectus)

Osteology sleigh") and Tribe = settlement Cave Art Middle Paleo-

Dendro- by water… 15-20 herds Less Animals, hunting lithical Age

chronology Few wars… children and hands… 100.000-40.000

Few leaders… Certain Not a "gadget years ago

equality society" Hand wedges, small

More male Time for social axe, later knives,

leaders interaction - drill, hide scrapers

story telling, (Homo sapiens

myth… neanderthalensis)

Late Paleolithical

ARCHITECTURE Age

Holes, caves… 40.000-10.000

years ago

Advanced flint

technic…

Mesolithical Age

Middle Stone Age

10.000-8.000

years ago

Small flint edges,

knives. (microlith)

bow, arrows, axe…

SOME QUESTIONS Neolithical Age

1. How do you think our lives are affected by the fact that we have during the vast majority of our time (99.9%) been Late Stone Age

“programmed” to hunt, fish and gather? 8.000 year ago

2. TIME! Discuss the natural cycle of time during one day (24 hours) for us human beings. Transfer over to

3. Is a woman's place biologically determined or is organized by men? farming, ceramics,

4. What major changes occurred when the humans went from a food gathering economy to a food producing economy? & sharpened tools
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